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Weekly Highlights 
This Wrap-Up is dedicated to celebrating 
music right here in Campbellford from 
Incredible Edibles, to Westben, to the WW 
Studio to even our own backyard!


Episode 27-Wednesday, July 6 
The Whiskey Wednesday Show had a 
new look. The boys were standing up and 
Steve was back behind the drums. It was 
wonderful to see the flurry of messaging 
as Steve's family and friends were connecting online. As a viewer stated and I concur, 
“Everything sounds better with drums.”


Ken started the Show with an Out & About… the Goats enjoyed playing 
Westben for the Friends on the Hill show on Canada Day.


The rest of the Show was dedicated to the Incredible Edibles festival. 
Ray Kies the festival music organizer was interviewed. The Goats are 
playing the festival and tonight they ran through about 75% of their set 
and did it all standing up. Musical highlights for me were: listening to 
Steve’s “rust” sound at the end of This Town Of Mine; Over You which 
is quickly becoming one of my favourites; Steve wrote an impromptu 
new part for Morrissey, will he remember it?; and great to hear drums 
on Heartache By The Numbers. They are ready for the festival.


Ken did manage to entertain us with a few comical stories between songs: a very detailed 
description of the decluttering of our house and I agree with Ken, “our house is breathing 
again”; an interesting description of our staircases, Ken exaggerated I have never seen a 
tornado of dust; and they had an interesting and somewhat confusing discussion of 1962.


At the end of the Show, Steve who finally had a mic (I will remind them for next week that Steve 
needs his own microphone) filled us in on what’s been happening and shared some “breaking 
news” with the viewers. All will be revealed later in the newsletter.  


Episode 28-Wednesday, July 13 
After Ken's whirlwind 48 hours of traveling to Calgary for a Watchman stampede show to flying 
back to play at the Incredible Edibles Festival; Ken was happy to be back in front of WW 
viewers. Tonight full band again and they were back to their comfortable sitting positions. The 
start of the show was very relaxed with dogs barking and 
Ken may have come up with our new Show tagline 

“it's just like you are home in my bedroom” and then Ken 
had a laugh I have never ever heard before (at 3:05min).

You see the WW Studio is actually in our old bedroom.




We remembered the contest giveaway this time. It took a while for a 
viewer to come up with the correct answer. Not because the question 
was that hard it was more the way Ken asked the question, very 
confusing. I could hardly figure it out. Question-What did Ken have 
written on his P-Bass for many years? Answer-Hi Caitlyn. The 
background story. Days after Caitlyn was born in 1999, Ken had to fly to 
do a TV appearance with the Watchmen. We don't remember the 

performance. Ken has distinct memories of being backstage and there was a bottle 
of Writ-Out and he wrote Hi Caitlyn so that she would see this years later. It stayed 
like this for 15 years until he had the pick guard replaced for the Ron Hynes tour.


Episode 29-Wednesday, July 20 
The trio was in the WW Studio this evening. “Steve was not feeling at full strength, I said stay 
home my friend, the three of us have got it… summer is here he's trying to enjoy this break 
between treatments… we are always thinking about him, missing him when he's not here.”


Ken explained his whirlwind weekend at Westben: 
from opening for William Prince; seeing Eve Parker 
Finley’s show; introducing Julian Taylor at the 
Campfire; and welcoming William and Nicky to our 
backyard. You can read all about our weekend in the 
upcoming setlist section.


Tonight's Whatta Ya At? was with our very own local 
Jane Archer and the Reactionaries which was again 
in the WW Studio. They played three songs live 
introducing viewers to a different genre of music 
bluegrass. Jane shared some exciting news about the 
success of their debut album.


The Goats pulled out a few classics they have not played in a while, The King Is Gone, Home, 
Kiss An Angel and Tournament Of Hearts. Mr. Grant enjoyed playing them on his newly 
refretted 1972 Jazz bass. “Mr. Grant has a bunch of notes he's never had before.” It was 
definitely Mr. Grant’s evening, Sideway restaurant had butter chicken poutine which we 
enjoyed during the kitchen party afterwards. It was as good as he remembered from the 
Edibles festival. Ken’s unusual laugh was back again this evening, #jimjeffrieslaugh.


Episode 30-Wednesday, July 27 
Full band in the house this evening and Ken opened an “artfully aged” bottle of whiskey to start 
the Show. They went into the vault and pulled out some older originals: Fare Thee Well; All 
Gone with a detailed explanation on the inspiration for this song; and One Frost Away. Tonight 
was the premiere of a new song they have never done live called Dollar A Day. Very exciting!


Tonight’s guest was Julian Taylor. Another interesting interview and we enjoyed two songs one 
recorded from his recent show at Westben and the other from his living room.



Ken was full of one-liners this evening. Here are a couple of 
highlights: “This whole room is put together with gravity and 
thumbtacks. If you pull one thing it all comes down.’’ and “While I'm 
playing and singing I’m thinking where is the mic, where is the cable. 
As Barry is looking around the room he's just seeing my organized 
chaos.” All glitches aside this was another unique Whiskey 
Wednesday Show that we are proud of.




whatta ya at??? 
Episode 27-Wednesday, July 6 
This Episode was unique so I'm going to mix things up a little bit. 

The interview with Ray Kies will be in the setlist section. Instead I'm 

going to talk about some very special people. 


In the Out & About Ken mentioned two friends who visited us. Geoff and 
Martina are high school Punk rock friends. They were staying in a B&B in 

town so Ken was thrilled to be able to see them a few times.


Steve shared his journey with us and had some positive news. He had his 

first chemo December 1st, finished chemo, through radiation, now a rest 
period before they assess what happens next. 


“I had my cat scans last week, it's so weird 
modern technology, I got the results already before 
my doctor even called me. I was do I look at this or do I not. I looked 
at it. And it's all good, it hasn't spread around and it has shrunk and 
so that's good.” More testing and results to come but so far so good! 
Steve is so appreciative to his family, friends, the band, the whole 
community for the support, “… there was a parade for me when I was 
done my radiation…” said with a big smile on his face!


A viewer summed it up nicely, “Awesome Steve. Thanks for sharing 
your journey and we are sending positive energy your way.”


Ken, “It is so nice to have Steve back. We are really looking forward to 
getting all of the songs back to playing them the way they should be 
with drums. And maybe even getting a record recorded sometime 
soon. Before then you may have more stuff to face, we will be here 
waiting for you and if not we will be getting right to it. Everybody has 
been looking forward to seeing you, this is Steve, he is back…”


Episode 28-Wednesday, July 13 
Ken interviewed Suzie Ungerleider in the Whiskey Wednesday Studio. The previous night Ken 
had the pleasure of introducing Suzie on The Campfire stage at Westben. This beautiful photo 
below is from the performance. Ken, “I've been very lucky to work with Westben on bringing in

some artists… they are wonderful to work with and the programming they do up there is 
amazing… Suzie is one of the artists, she played last week and it was fantastic.”


The next day Suzie and her husband 
Cam Giroux joined us in the backyard 
after the interview for pizza. And 
guess who joined us Geoff and 
Martina who also had the pleasure of 
enjoying Suzie’s songs around the 
campfire. BTW for the 90’s music 
fans Cam was the drummer for 
Weeping Tile, a band started by 
Sarah Harmer who is also coming to 
Westben in September. Weeping Tile 
used to open for the Watchmen. 

Lots of interesting connections!




“It was a big decision to relinquish the name, I did it for a 
couple of reasons. One was that I was already starting to 
feel a bit disconnected from it. When I first started I really 
felt like I need a persona, I need something to step out of 
my daily life and get onto stage. I felt like who I was in 
‘real life’ wasn't glamorous enough or wasn't capturing 

what I wanted to convey… as time went on I felt like I was trying to merge those two personas, 
like my every day life and my musical life started to weave together more. It felt weird to be 
using this other name…”


“When George Floyd was killed people started to examine these 
songs… the original lyrics of the song Oh Susanna uses the N word, 
people don't know this because it's been changed, makes a joke of 
violence, the death of people of colour… Even though when I was aware 
of those lyrics, I felt my white privilege, I felt oh that was in the past, 
things are evolving, this comes from American tradition… But then I felt 
like I'm going to be using this and some people might be activated, they 
are going to be feeling like I'm OK with this disgusting imagery… People 
getting killed for being black, that felt like this is not old, this is 
happening still, it just felt like the time was right to let it go.” A viewer 
commented, “Kudos to Suzie! Ken as long as we are trying to recognize 
our privilege and make changes where we can, including our language, the world will continue 
to change for the better.” We really do have the best viewers and guests! 


In the second part of the conversation Ken had a collection of Suzie’s albums and 
asked her to reflect on each one. Ken, “I managed to get Suzie to talk about four 
of her records, the process of writing, where they came from, how they were 
made, the people involved…” Suzie shared so many thoughtful insights, I suggest 
you watch the Episode. Here is a small glimpse…


Johnstown (1999, her debut record) “I really wanted to play music but I was 
terrified of doing it so a lot of malaise and searching and feeling like I needed to 
transform myself… it's got all of these themes too because 
I was studying philosophy and English literature, going into 
darkness to learn something, to gain wisdom… I was trying 

to write my depression, lost feeling into this music, it's got a real dark 
and light dichotomy on this record.”


Sleepy Little Sailor (2001) “A very special record, the way that we made 
it, I selected my favourite musicians, we went to the Bathhouse 
(Tragically Hip studio), we tried to make it old school, 2 inch tape, as 
live off the floor as possible… I really felt like I was living out my fantasy 
of being in one of these bands that lived in a house together and made 
records together… it was a really magical recording experience and I 
think you can hear it on the record too.”




Both Suzie and Ken reflected on very similar 
experiences growing up with the Punk culture 
just on opposite coasts. Suzie, “There wasn't 
really this line between we’re the band and 
your the audience. There was this feeling, sure 
you want to come on stage and jump off of it, 
sure, come up.” Spoiler Alert-In the interview 
you can see a photo booth “selfie” of Ken 
from the Avalon mall.


My Name Is Suzie Ungerleider (2021)

“I thought it was a nice cheeky nod to the fact that I had to explain what my 
name is now because I wasn't using Oh Susanna. Also I have a guilty pleasure 

I love Barbra Streisand… I wanted to evoke her early records because she has 
‘My Name Is Barbra’ the songs of course are nothing like Barbra’s… I'm a very 
nostalgic person, I love thinking about the past. That's kind of my muse the 
past, whether it's my past or someone else's, or an imagined past. That's my 
jam, I love thinking about where did people come from, how did we get here… 

I just love those little choices people make and it changes their whole path. All 
my songs have that little bit of beginning, middle and end or beginning, middle 
and who knows what is going to happen.”


Thank you Suzie for sharing your musical journey with us.


Episode 29-Wednesday, July 20 
This week Ken welcomed into the WW Studio the Reactionaries which consist of Jane Archer 
(Dave's aunt), David Fry (Jane's nephew) and the newest member Emily Burgess (not Jane's 
niece). I know confusing you'll have to watch the Episode. Jane has been a special friend to 
Ken and I, a loved musical collaborator to Ken and a cherished member of her community. 

A strong woman with an inspirational story.


Ken had the pleasure of producing their first album, The Great Atomic 
Power, as part of his Booth Street Records Label. I loved this little 
interaction, Ken asked, “How happy were you with the last record?” 
Jane replied with a chuckle, “extremely happy” Ken, “it did pretty well 
eh” Jane, “it did, right now we have had about a million six hundred 
thousand streams and we are actually getting money every month” said 
with a huge grin, hearty laugh, and the slapping of her knees. Ken, 
“well I'm glad I transferred that back into your account... to get a 
couple of hundred dollars a month, it's amazing… these things help to 
grow it, these numbers show that you have actual fans and these fans 
will translate into ticket sales when you have concerts.” 


Yes you are reading this correctly. We are so proud of this bluegrass 

trio from just outside Warkworth a small community 15 km from here.




Photo Right- In other news, Ken nicknamed 
David “Weed King” which is actually fitting 
since he is the “master grower” at a 
company in Peterborough. This was not in 
his master plan but, “it pays more than 
poverty” David said with a chuckle.


They played three songs, the first from 1947 by the Buchanan Brothers called 
There's A Power Greater Than Atomic. The second song, When That Hell 
Bomb Falls by Fred Kirby from 1950 which promoted the government’s line in 
the Cold War and he became known as the victory cowboy. Final performance 
was the 1953 song by Ray Anderson called Stalin Kicked the Bucket. 


What's next? Jane with a great chuckle, “We keep waiting for a call from the Trump campaign 
to come and play one of his events.” In reality, “We are learning new material for our new cd 
which we are going to record at Booth Street Records... We are not in any hurry, the music is 
pretty timeless, it has lasted 70 years now. The same political situation is going on, it keeps 
going around and around and these songs buy right into it.”


Episode 30-Wednesday, July 27 

The WW Show welcomed singer songwriter Julian Taylor. 
Ken had the honour to introduce Julian at the Campfire. He 
asked Julian his initial thoughts of Westben, “OMG it's 
absolutely heaven, it's gorgeous, they have such a 
wonderful thing going on there. Thank you so much for 
having me and thinking of me, was such a beautiful thing.” 




After some discussion back-and-forth they figured out they have known each other since 
1996/7. Julian Taylor's band, Staggered Crossing opened for both the Watchmen and Thornley 
back in the day.


Julian, whatta ya at? That day he was 
going for a drive in his grandfather's 1970 
mustang. After they got caught up we 
moved into brand new Whiskey 
Wednesday territory. Ken put up the Adult 
Content Ahead Warning before Julian 
shared a story and Ken added his wisdom. 
You'll have to watch to find out. Here are a 
couple of viewer comments to peak your 
interest. “Just f’n spit out my drink lol” and 
“P*** talk wearing a Kermit the frog T!”


They walked us through the 
latest Julian Taylor Band 
discography starting with the 
album Avalanche (2019). 
Julian, “I think it's the bands 
most cohesive record and it is 
basically the launching pad to 
The Ridge (2020). If you listen 
to the songs on Avalanche you 
can tell what's coming next.”


The boys then went into an in-depth discussion 
on Julian Taylor's newest album Beyond The 
Reservoir (2022). Ken, “How much is that a play 
on words?” Julian, “A little bit, accidentally but 
also intentionally. The Reservoir was actually a place in Toronto. It was a place that high school 
kids would go to smoke up, gather and loiter, graffiti artists, skateboarders… parents would be 
like where is my kid, oh probably at the reservoir.” 


“The Ridge starts off I'm just a kid… it feels so innocent. That song (The 
Ridge) reminds people of what they experienced as children especially 
from our era. The natural evolution was to tell the next chapter of the story. 
So The Ridge is me as a kid starting to grow up, ballad of a young 
troubadour…” 




“My lived experience was being in the city. Not really wanting to 

tell people that I was First Nations and not really wanting to be 

black for that matter. I didn't think it was cool and it still isn't 

“cool” it's just who I am, and I am cool.” We agree! 


“At one point if you asked me I would rather have been white, it would have been easier. Rather 
than stand in a room and be indigenous and hear people talk about Indians in a derogatory 
way or actually be in a room full of people and be one of the only black person and hear people 
talk derogatory and not stand up for yourself. People using the N word and me not saying 
anything. Just going about my business trying to fit in and have people like me.”


I personally can relate to parts of Julian’s journey. My mom is from Guyana and identifies as 
black and Portuguese. I also struggled with my identity and where I fit in.


“Beyond the Reservoir feels like I got past all of that turmoil, past that stagnant body of water. 
In a way because I am not from a reservation I am also saying here is my life experiences. It's 
valid as well. I'm trying to learn more about both parts of my heritage. I'm trying to learn as 
much as I can about being a human being as everyday goes by. I think it's a cool record. I think 
it's the best piece of work I've done so far. Especially from a lyrical point of view.”


The first part of the interview ended with a video recorded live at Westben. Julian sang The 
Ridge, a beautiful song in a magical setting. In the second part Julian shared his inspiration 
behind his song Murder 13 which he also played this time from his living room.


“From the time I was 19 years old until about 26/27 I think I buried close to 23 friends. Death 
surrounded me for a while whether it was suicide, accidents, overdoses and murder. Three 
friends of mine murdered. Murder 13, is about a friend of mine… I remember the day that it 
happened, being one of the last numbers in his cell phone and the cops picking me up. What 
an experience that was to be thrown into jail… First question Mr. Taylor did you kill so and so? 
No, tears streaming down my face freaking out. Second question do you know who did?”


“Everybody has a camcorder in hand, they were able to horrifically capture the murder of 
George Floyd and so many others. I needed to say something on this record. Which is why the 
record is so much darker. This is what was happening in my world around me.” In another song 
on this album, Stolen Lands Julian reflected, “There is a lyric in the song that says this land is 
your land, this land is my land, this land was made for you and me. No that was a poor choice 
of words by Woody Guthrie. The land was stolen and built on slavery.”




The Whiskey Wednesday Show Setlists 

Episode 27-Wednesday, July 6 
The first time you hear Incredible Edibles and Ken in 
the same sentence I know what kind of “edibles” 
you were thinking. Campbellford hosts a day long 

food festival with music. Ray Kies, the festival music 
organizer was on the Show this evening detailing all 
the many vendors and the variety of musicians that 
will be performing all day at the 7th annual 
Incredible Edibles Festival.



What a crazy “rockstar” 48 hours which literally 
included planes, trains and automobiles. From the 
stampede to along the Trent. The Goats loved 
performing in front of a hometown audience with 
Steve gratefully behind the kit.

 

 



Episode 29-Wednesday, July 20 
Ken was honoured to have the 
privilege of warming up the stage 
for the William Prince show at 
Westben. One of the largest 
audiences ever in attendance and 
Ken said they were completely 
engaged, you could only hear the 
crickets and of course William’s 
haunting deep voice.


Photo Right- Here is 
an example of one of 
our Out & About vision 
boards that was 
featured in this 
Episode. Thank you 

again Al Pettman for 
capturing such 
beautiful images.




William and Nicky, his sound mixer, front of 
house, tour manager female phenom joined him 
in our backyard, by the pool on the most glorious 
sunny day. I will put you out of suspense William 
recorded two songs in the WW Studio and did 
the interview in our backyard. 


We spent the day just talking and eating pizza. 
Not déjà vu, we really do love Tommy's Pizzeria,  
brand new in town. It was fascinating to watch 
three different generations share stories, 
reflections, successes, frustrations around the 
music industry that they do all love and appreciate.


William wanted to warm up before going upstairs to record two songs. He looked at me and 
said do you mind if I pull out my guitar and sing you a song. My own personal concert. The 

next day Ken said he was tempted to video it but we 
are both happy he didn't. It is important to us to live in 
the moment. It was a wonderfully special moment!


When the boys were upstairs to record, Nicky and I 
had a wonderful chat. Nikki is a 26 year old woman 
who is a self taught sound mixer in a male dominated 
field. It was fascinating to hear and exciting to see her 
passion for the challenge of being in front of a new 
often unfamiliar soundboard every night. Imagine the 
mix of anxiety, excitement and adrenaline.




Photo Right-William brought me a bouquet and this is the arrangement I made 
the next day. How did he know this would bring me so much joy? 


There is no doubt both William and Nikki will be gracing 
stadiums soon. What a wonderfully nourishing day for both Ken and I. Actually 
it was a phenomenal weekend of inspiring music and the building of new and 
old friendships.  


The day was winding down but was not over. And it was a very 
long day. I was in my wheelchair for seven hours; Ken and I 
missed our regular nap time. It was so worth it, we would not 
change a thing! After eating an impromptu fancy meat, cheese 
and cracker platter for dinner the three of them returned to 
Willow Hill Amphitheater to enjoy Eve Parker Finley.


Ken’s thoughts, “It reminded me of Roxy music throughout the 
evening. I haven’t heard a band playing original music like this 
since 87. I've heard a lot of new bands come out that sound 

like the Cure or the Smiths or R.E.M., but I haven't heard someone who is riding 
that Roxy Music line… this is really groovy stuff. Eve has put together a fantastic collection of 
folk for that. Ben (Eve’s brother) was on stage as well. They did some improvs on bird calls 
which was incredible… they recorded birdcalls in the wild and then they have a jazz improv 
based on the tonality of the bird call, you know the rhythm, the pitch and the notes involved… 
and to be sitting in this big wilderness hearing bird calls through a PA and then hearing natural 
bird calls and then hearing this band improvise bird calls. It was just spectacular, I loved it.” 
Ken sure has a way with words and paints a beautiful picture. We are looking forward to having 
all members of the phenomenal musical Finley-Bennett dynasty on the Show.


Episode 30-Wednesday, July 27 
We went to Toronto to see Rod Stewart in 
concert and it was fantastic. Ken explained 
our experience in great detail which included 
concert footage. Here are some highlights in 
Ken’s words…

“What a show, I've never seen Rod Stewart 
before. Allison's dad (Tony Edwards) who 
was like my best friend for a long time, 4 
years before I met Allison (Rod was my 
dad's favourite)… Tony died a while back. 
Lynn, Allison's best friend from school days 
and her husband Mike bought us all tickets.”




Gear Talk… 
Lewitt LCT240 Mic - Described as a great condenser mic for beginners, I found this 
mic to be so much more.  As expected, it works.  As for detailing and comparisons 

I cannot say.  As a singer it simply works as well as all the comparable mics on the 
market.  What I do like is the square profile, unusual for my setup but strangely 
perfect at the same time. Great mic, great price, great look and feel!


Ernie Ball Accessories

Having good reliable instrument accessories is 
something that should not be overlooked.  Ernie Ball 
has a reputation in the business for decades and 
this company does not fall short when looking at the 
small details. The Capo and Peg winder are well 
made and work as expected.


Ashdown RM-C210T-500 EVO II Combo

500 watts, 18kgs with 2 10” speakers this mid-
size gigging amp is perfect for most small to 
mid sized venues. With a detailed EQ section, 
compression, sub-bass and distortion this rig 
has everything for a working bass player. 
Tonally you can dial in the most specific of 
tones and the cabinet/speaker combination 
creates a nice tight low end punch.


Hughes & Kettner Spirit Of Vintage Amp 

Once again I am impressed with these micro-
amps.  25 watts into most any cabinet and 
sounds incredible. This particular unit almost 
fits in a pocket, I am still amazed.  More and 
more it is becoming apparent that touring 

does not “need” to be a back breaking 
experience… great rig!!!




My room has not had a theme change and no new 
renovations so I thought I would share my passion of 
flowers with you. I love having fresh flowers all around 
me. I think it’s because I cannot physically get outside 
easily so I’m bringing nature in to me. Maybe also I 

can see the hope of growth in the plants growing, 
symbolizing the hope in my own growth. Very fortunate 
to have three amazing local flower growers: Dahlia May 
Flower Farm, Sweet Bee’s Cut Flowers and Old 
FarmHouse. They all deliver right to me and I really 
enjoy making arrangements. Every Friday I send 
my friends what I have created that week. 


Here are some of my 

favourites…

 



When it comes to OFF! All I can say is “thanks.” Thanks for 
keeping hardcore real. Thanks for keeping the energy and 
the spirit of early 80’s hardcore punk alive. And this live at 
the BBC recording is tight as hell. Never heard a band 
sound so good. Nothing but love for this band. 


Guess what Ken, Neil and Sammy (Watchmen drummer)

are going to see OFF! at Lee’s Palace in November. It was 
adorable he was up at 10am on the morning the tickets were released. He was ready and 
waiting with his computer. Do any of you remember the good old days of actually lining up for 
hours in front of record stores to purchase concert tickets? And in the rain or in the bitter cold. 


Sneak Peek 
Wednesday, August 3- Celebrating Westben & Contest Giveaway 
What an exciting episode. We will celebrate Westben, a place for wonderful music in a magical 
setting, have a contest and get to enjoy another one of Ken’s Whatta ya at? interviews.

Guest: William Prince (Singer Songwriter)


Wednesday, August 10 - Solo, duo, trio, full band, what will it be?  
A dress rehearsal for an inaugural Whiskey Wednesday Show weekend event.

Guest: The Young Novelists (Folk-Roots Band)


Wednesday, August 17 - Winnipeg Bound  
Ken will go behind the scenes at the Burt Bloc Party when the Watchmen share the stage with 

I Mother Earth, Bif Naked and Hello Fiasco. AND the fun does not stop there. Ken and a 
Goat (Uncle Neil) are having the first Whiskey Wednesday Show Live and on Location.  

Wednesday, August 24 - Folk at its Finest 
Ken will reminisce about our family road trip to see him (and the girls) perform at the 56th 

Philadelphia Folk Festival in 2017. We have video to share and of course photos.

Guest: Justin Nordell (Executive Director/Festival Programmer for the Philadelphia Folk 
Festival)


Wednesday, August 31 - Crooks Rapids Country Fest  
Learn about the Crooks Rapids Country Fest going into its 3rd year. It's held just around the 
corner in Hastings. The Goats are playing and tonight they will be running through their set. 

So yes they will be standing up again. They will be pulling out all of their best country tunes. 

 
Contest Giveaway  

We will be giving away two tickets to your choice of a  
Westben Fall Fest Campfire show. 

I know we are a virtual show so you can live anywhere. Like 
Aunt Betty in St. John's, NL. Sorry there will be no cash 
value so instead if you win and can't use them we will 
donate to a local “worthy musician or fan” on your behalf.


How do you win? Tune in Wednesday, August 3rd and Ken 
will ask a Westben related trivia question.




Bonus Feature 
Westben’s vision “Bringing people together through music” summarizes what this place means 
to us and many people in our community. Ken enjoys sharing his thoughts around the 
significance of Westben in his life. I thought I would give you a quick glimpse into how special 
Westben is…












Ken realizes how fortunate he is to have such a wonderful place to not only perform at himself 
but also a place for him to introduce us to wonderful musicians. In the fall Westben is 
welcoming three friends (which also means Whiskey Wednesday viewers we have more of 
Ken’s “conversations” to look forward to on the Show)…





For local(ish) Whiskey Wednesday viewers this is 
your chance to see Ken live at a beautiful venue at 
such a wonderful time of year. If you ever do take a 
road trip to Campbellford we can recommend 
wonderful restaurants and places to stay.


Tune into 
Episode 31  
(August 3rd) 

for your chance 
to win two 

tickets to your 
choice of a  

Fall Fest 
Campfire show. 

This episode Ken will be giving us a sneak 
peak into these three special shows coming to 

the Campfire.


